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Preface to the Third Edition

H

ow to differ with others:Confront others as you

would have them confront you. How to disagree: Speak to
others as you would want them to speak to you. How to offer
help: Respect the other’s right to refuse your help as you would
like to be able to refuse his or hers. All of these are forms of
caring; each of these reveals and offers the secret of effective
confronting that is necessary to constructive relating.
“Creative living is care-fronting in conflict.” These words that
introduced the preface to this manuscript in the spring of 1973
are, more than a quarter-century later, even more true. The opportunity to totally rewrite, update and improve this book on conflict
is a testimony that it is even more needed, more appropriate to
a world of contrasts in goals and differences in relationships.
When your thrust as a person—your hopes, dreams, wants,
needs, drives for meaning, significance, vitality—runs counter
to my thrust, there may be conflict. To sacrifice your thrust is to
be untrue to the push and pull of life, of hope, of God at work
within you. To negate my own thrust is to refuse to be fully open
to the presence and work of God within my life. Integrating your
6
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Preface to the Third Edition

needs and wants with my needs and wants in our joint effort
toward creating Christian community is effective living.
It is not conflict that needs to concern us, but how the conflicts
are handled. The frontal impact of our coming together can be
creative, strengthening, and growth producing. This concern
for a balanced wholeness of personal integrity and sensitivity
to persons runs throughout these essays on care-fronting as a
creative way of uniting care, candor, and confrontation in life
relationships.
The teachers, colleagues, and friends who taught me to appreciate conflict and speeded my slowness to learn are many:
Frank Kimper, Howard J. Clinebell, Jr., Jan and Myron Chartier,
H. Newton Maloney, Speed Leas, Marcus Smucker, Alvin Dueck,
Mohammed Abu Nimer, Glen Stassen, as well as hundreds of
students who question, confront, and keep asking their teacher
to be edgy and growing.
“You wrote a book called Caring Enough to Confront,” a man
from an audience once asked. “What else have you written that
doesn’t work?” The audience laughed appreciatively. We all can
tell stories of painful failures in our conflicts and confrontations as well as hopeful moments of success when the caring
is believed and the confrontation is received with the respect in
which it is given, and we move toward new understanding. This
is a continuation of such stories of hope.
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I love you.
If I love you,
I must tell you the truth.
If I tell you the truth
Will you hear my love?
Will you hear love in my truth?
I want your love.
I want your truth.
Love me enough
to tell me the truth.
“Finish, then, with lying and let each . . .
tell his neighbor the truth,
for we are all parts of the same body.”
St. Paul, Letter to Ephesians
(4:25, Phillips)
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1
Care-fronting
A Creative Way Through Conflict

C

aring.”Obviously a good word.
“Confronting”? Frequently a bad word.

Both are highly important relational words. Put together they
provide the unique combination of love and truth that is necessary for building effective human relationships.
The more common practice is to keep these two distinct and
separate.
“There is a time for caring. There is a time for confronting.”
“Care when caring is called for, confront when confrontation
is required.”
“Each in its own place, each in its own right time.”
Caring dare not be contaminated by any mixture of confrontation. And confronting must not be diluted by any admixture
of caring. Each weakens the other. To confront powerfully, lay
9
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care aside. To care genuinely, candor and confrontation must be
forgotten, for the moment at least.
“When someone matters to me—really matters, I do not dare
to disagree: to differ is to disrespect; I cannot confront, because
hurting another is the very last thing I want.”
“When I’m angry, I confront. To talk of caring at a moment
like that would be false. I speak the truth as I see it and let the
chips fly from my shoulder to fall where they may.”
A third word: “Care-fronting.” A good word.
Care-fronting is offering genuine caring that lifts, supports,
and encourages the other. (To care is to bid another to grow, to
welcome, invite, and support growth in another.)
Care-fronting is being upfront with important facts that can
call out new awareness, insight and understanding. (To confront
effectively is to offer the maximum of useful information with
the minimum of threat and stress.)
Care-fronting is loving and level conversation. It unites the
love one has for the other with the honest truth that I am able
to see about the two of us. Care-fronting unifies concern for
relationship with concerns for goals—my goals, your goals, our
goals. So one can have something to stand for (goals) as well as
someone to stand with (relationship) without sacrificing one
for the other or collapsing one into another. This allows each
of us to be genuinely loving without giving away one’s power to
think, choose, and act. In such honesty, one can love powerfully
and be powerfully loving. These are not contradictory. They are
complementary. (The opposite is to express powerless love until
anger erupts in loveless power—to yield in pseudo-love until one
overloads to the breaking point and then explode with demands
heated to the boiling point.)
“That was a tasteless thing to do, just like your mother . . .”
your husband mutters over dinner. You swallow twice at food
10
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gone flat, freeze into angry silence, get up from the table. (He
shows no surprise at this familiar routine. You fumble a response
to one of the kids, his critical words cut to the quick and you
retreat to lick the wound.)
You see in the shrug of his shoulders that he knows your
next move—flight to the bedroom, an evening and night of cold,
withdrawn anger. When you feel rejected, you reject. (So? He
cuts you off, and off you go to sulk.)
“What have I ever gained by running?” you ask yourself. “The
longer I brood, the more I hurt. I know what I need to do. Talk,
not walk—tell him what I’m feeling.” (Would you dare to go back,
to say what you feel, what you need, what you want?)
“Perhaps the time is now,” you decide. You slow the feelings
that press to rush out. You weigh and then say what really matters to you, what is your truth.
“When you criticize me like that, I feel rejected. I hurt. I usually run. But what I really want is to tear down the prickly hedge
between us and to be able to feel close to you again. And to do
that, I need—I want—in fact, I demand that you respect me as
me. I am not my mother. I am who I am.” He’s silent. He nods in
surprise. He’s not used to hearing feelings and needs described
so clearly. He’s seldom heard you say what you really want.
(Memo to self: When cut by sharp words, silent withdrawal is
self-defeating. Explosive counterattack is self-destructive. What is
needed is a clear, nondefensive statement of what I feel, need, want.
If I confront with what I really want, I am caring enough about our
getting together, to risk.)
Care-fronting is, arguably, the most valuable secret for reforming conflicts. To care and to be clear at the same time is mature
relating; to be truly for the other and to stand for what you value
when with the other, without sacrificing either, is not just to
be adept at interpersonal communication; it is what it means
11
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to be adult. The twin abilities of (1) concern for the other and
(2) commitment to one’s freely chosen goals do not need to be
sacrificed, compromised or conflicted. They can both be sought
in harmony and healthful assertiveness.
Care-fronting has a unique view of conflict. It sees conflict
as natural, normal, neutral and sometimes even delightful. It
recognizes that conflict can turn into painful or disastrous ends,
but it doesn’t need to. Conflict of itself is neither good nor bad,
right nor wrong. Conflict simply is. How we view, approach, and
work through our differences does—to a large extent—determine
our whole life pattern.
None of the four most common views about conflict—that
it is inevitable and hopeless, that it is dangerous and frightening, that it is a simple issue of right-over-wrong, that it calls for
constant compromise—none of these seeks to transform the
problem situation. They each and all seek to avoid, escape, fix,
suppress or force a resolution.
If I, for example, view conflict as a given, as a fixed matter of
fate, explaining, “We just can’t get along—we’re incompatible—
we’ll never understand each other—that’s all there is to it,” then
my life pattern would be one of avoiding threat, withdrawing and
going my own isolated, escapist, well-armored way. “Confronting
is useless, caring is hopeless, we are helpless, it is best to flee.”
If I, as conflict prone, view conflict as an inevitable issue of right
and wrong, “I owe it to you to save you from yourself; to me to
be right; to God to defend His (our) truth and show others their
error,” then my life will uphold and maintain the right even if it
requires pressuring, forcing, and, above all, winning. “Conflict is a
matter of who, not what is right. I happen to be right (of course)
and you wrong (no offense), so yield.”
If I, as conflict shy, see conflict as crushing, as threatening,
as disastrous, warning myself, “If we clash, I’ll be judged—be
rejected—our friendship will fall through,” then my life pattern
12
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would be acting nice guy or gal, quickly yielding and accommodating to keep things comfortable. “Confronting is dangerous;
caring is giving in; it is best to fold.”
If I, as a civil person, see conflict as a mutual difference to be
resolved by meeting each other halfway, “I’ll come part way, you
come part way. Let’s cooperate, compromise, or put our heads
together in some joint way,” then my life pattern will be a compromising, meet-me-in-the-middle style of one-for-me-and-one-foryou cooperation. “Conflict is best resolved by vote. Civilization
is built upon compromise. Let’s start from the middle.”
There is a fifth view: I can come to see conflict as natural,
neutral, normal. I may then be able to see the difficulties we experience as tensions in relationships and honest differences in
perspective that can be worked through in collaboration created
by each caring about the other and each confronting the other
with truthfulness and neighbor love. “Conflict is the opportunity
to become co-creators of a joint solution—let’s risk open trust,
honest self-disclosure and frank confrontation.”
Each of these five positions, if they are the dominant styles of
facing conflict, will shape a person’s basic life pattern. A combination of two, three, or four of the five will often characterize
the conflict repertoire of most adults in your life.
If you utilize these five conflict attitudes and behaviors in the
order listed above (avoid, coerce, yield, compromise, then create
a joint outcome), you are frequently frustrated, misunderstood,
alienated or often painfully confused about yourself and others. This is a frequent sequence for conflict-avoidant, conflictdefensive or conflict-shy persons. There is a time and a place for
each of the five styles, but to make avoidance the main organizing
response, or to follow yielding or forcing as the predominant way
of dealing with differences is rarely useful or effective.
If your preferences of these perspectives on conflict are in reverse order (that is, to seek to find a creative collaborative solution
13
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first, and as a backup seek a compromise to build on in seeking
to construct a mutually satisfactory solution; and only then, if
necessary, yield to strengthen relationship, and delay taking a
stubborn position or withdrawing until the very end), then you
may be already chuckling and feeling good about the skills that
you either inherited or learned for resolving conflict. Whatever
your present skill set, new skills can be learned. You’ll add at
least one by the end of this chapter.
“He’s stealing me blind,” you say, numb with anger. “More
than $300 must have come in across the counter today, and his
cash register ticket shows $175.
“Of all the stupid blunders, going into a partnership with my
brother-in-law has got to be the all-time winner,” you say. Opening your pharmacy together had seemed so right. But in the first
nine months you’ve barely turned a profit.
“The rat. He’s been pocketing the cash, ringing up no-sales,
or avoiding the register altogether.” Whatever the system, he’s
picking you clean.
“I’ll get him. I’ll fix his wagon good, the embezzler.” Oh, but
you can’t. It’ll hurt your sister more than him, and she’s just
pulling away from a long depression.
“I’ll shut up and get out. He can buy my half and have the
whole thing—debt, mortgage and all—right in his inadequate
lap.” Not so easy. Your home was mortgaged too for the operating capital. You’re in all the way. To get out, you’ll have to let
him know you know.
“I’ll give in and just sit on it for the time being. I’ll wait for
the auditor to catch it, or for him to hang himself by getting even
greedier. (Maybe if I give him a bonus, or commend him more
for his work it will make him feel unbearably guilty.)
“I’ll go halfway, I’ll go along with him for a while, not say a
thing, just stick so close he’ll have to play fair.” But breathing
14
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down his neck as you peer over his shoulder is a temporary
compromise solution. You can’t be there all the time.
“I’ve got to gather my facts, find the best time, let him know
that his future matters to me as well as my own, and then confront him with the goods. There’s no other way out of the mess.
But can I do it?”
(Memo to self: If I act to win by insuring that he loses—we both
lose in the end; if I avoid, put it off or look the other way, we both lose
even more. I must find a way for us to meet, talk, face reality, and
seek a just outcome that has integrity and logical consequences but
does not seek to annihilate or destroy the other.)
The five options: (1) I’ll get him; (2) I’ll get out; (3) I’ll give in;
(4) I’ll meet halfway; or (5) I care enough to confront.
Collaborate and recreate the relationship are the basic alternatives open in most conflict situations.
1. “I’ll get him” is the I-win-you-lose-because-I’m-right-you’rewrong position in conflict. From this viewpoint, the attitude toward
conflict is that the issues are all quite clear—and simple. Someone
is right—totally right, and someone is wrong—completely wrong.
Fortunately, I’m right (as usual) and you’re wrong. It’s my duty to
put you right. This “win-lose” stance relies on the use of power
and utilizes little or no love. Goal is valued above relationship. “My
way is the only way,” the person feels. In the Conflict Behavior
Survey (see Appendix 1), this approach is called “My way—win/
lose.” There are times when “My-way” may be useful—when time
is very short, the task is extremely crucial—like a rescue effort
in an emergency—or someone is being taken advantage of and
intervention is necessary, like reporting child abuse or intervening in spousal abuse. One may act decisively, but recognize that
later the action will need to be reviewed.
2. “I’ll get out” is the I’m-uncomfortable-so-I’ll-withdraw stance
toward conflict. The viewpoint here is that conflicts are hopeless,
15
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people cannot be changed; we either overlook them or withdraw.
Conflicts are to be avoided at all costs. When they threaten, get
out of their way. Withdrawal has its advantages if instant safety
is the all-important thing. But it is a way out of conflict, not a
way through. And a way out is no way at all.
In this “lose-lose” stance, everyone loses. There is no risk of
power, no trusting love. “Show me to the nearest exit,” the person
requests over the shoulder. In the Conflict Behavior Survey it is
called, “No way—avoid.” However, it should be recognized that
situations requiring withdrawal do arise, such as when you have
no power, or you need to count to ten to cool off, or the damage
that would be inflicted by any confrontation is too great for a very
sensitive person to deal with, or often when the issue is trivial
and not worth addressing.
3. “I’ll give in” is the I’ll-yield-to-be-nice-since-I-need-yourfriendship approach. This perspective on conflict says that differences are disastrous. If such issues come out into the open,
anything could happen. Anything negative, evil or destructive,
that is. It’s far better to be nice, to submit, to go along with the
other’s demands and stay friends.
Yielding to keep contact will serve you well in many situations.
But as a rule of life, it falls short. You become a doormat. A nice
guy or gal. Frustrated, yet smiling. The more tense and tight on
the inside, the more generous and submissive on the outside.
In the Conflict Behavior Survey it is called, “Thy way—yield.”
Yielding is sometimes the path of wisdom. If you suspect that
you could be wrong, or you need to build credit on this issue to
use on another in the future that matters much more, or when
harmony is more important than the particular difference, or
even when you decide that it is better for the other to learn by
risking, choosing, and even by learning from a mistake.
4. “I’ll meet you halfway” is the I-have-only-half-the-truthand-I-need-your-half position. The attitude is one of creative
16
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compromise. Conflict is natural, and everyone should be willing
to come partway in an attempt to resolve things. A willingness to
give a little will lead to a working solution that is satisfactory to
everyone.
Compromise is a gift to human relationships. We move forward on the basis of thoughtful, careful consensus and compromise in most decisions in conflict. But it calls for at least a
partial sacrifice of deeply held views and goals that may cost all of
us the loss of the best to reach the good of agreement. To reach
compromise, often each side gives up the portion of their position that they valued most and keeps that part that was of less
interest or concern. So both sides feel depleted, disillusioned,
dissatisfied with the outcome.
When compromise is our automatic first choice, we run the
risk that my half of the truth added to your half may not give us
the “truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.” We may
have two half-truths. Or the combination may produce a whole
untruth. Only when we care enough to tussle with truth can we
test, retest, refine, and perhaps find more of it through our working at it seriously. In the Conflict Behavior Survey, this position
is called “Our way—fifty/fifty.” This option is sometimes the
better choice when the goals are only moderately important, so
relinquishing half is quite acceptable; when time is a factor and
you need to reach a decision immediately; or when a temporary
settlement is satisfactory and will work until a later review can
revise it.
5. “I care enough to confront, care enough to recreate the relationship” is the position that persists in pursuing an outcome with
the twin goals of I-want-relationship-and-I-also-want-honestyand-integrity. Conflict is viewed as neutral (neither good nor bad)
and natural (neither to be avoided nor short-circuited). Working
through differences by giving clear messages of “I care” and “I
want,” which both care and confront, is most helpful.
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This is interpersonal communication that is not easily discouraged or sidetracked. It seeks to stay connected while refusing to
give up on the goals. It is caring—I want to stay in respectful relationship with you, and confronting—I want you to know where
I stand and what I’m feeling, needing, valuing, and wanting. In
Conflict Behavior Survey terms, it is called “Third way—joint creativity.” This is the option we hope to create in order to take both
sets of concern and vision seriously, since it strengthens both the
commitment to the goal and to the relationship. It draws upon and
deepens the simple humanness of both sides and of the network
of relationships that surrounds them in their work together.
Caring

Confronting

I care about you and about our
relationship.

I feel deeply about the issues and
interests at stake.

I want to hear your view.

I want to clearly express mine.

I want to fully respect your insights.

I want authentic respect for mine.

I trust you to be able to handle my
honest feelings

I want you to trust me with yours,
knowing I can handle them fairly.

I promise to stay with the discussion until we’ve reached an
understanding.

I want you to keep working with
me until we’ve reached a new
understanding.

I will not pressure, manipulate, or
distort the differences.

I want your unpressured, clear, undistorted view of our differences.

I give you my loving, honest respect. I want your caring-confronting
response.

To visualize the interrelationship of caring and confronting,
of love and power, of concern about relationships and concern
for goals, the diagram (figure 1) places these two values on the
scale of intensity measured from one to nine. This offers four
quadrants and a center point of cooperation/compromise.
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FIGURE 1
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1

9/1 My way

Little concern
for relationship

The “I-leave-I-lose” quadrant has little commitment to being
either assertive or affirmative (thus measured on the one-to-nine
scales, it is called a 1/1 stance of “No way—avoidance”).
The “I-yield-to-win-acceptance” quadrant shows high commitment to maintaining or deepening relationships of approval but
little to expressing a personal commitment to any threatening
goal (thus it is high on affirmation, but is unassertive in a 1/9
stance of “Your way—yield”).
The “I-win-you-lose” quadrant is all assertiveness, and often
pure aggressiveness with little affirmation of the personal elements that prize relationships (thus 9/1, “My way—force”).
The center of the diagram is the cooperative or compromising
“Let’s-each-come-halfway, meet-me-in-the-middle” stance (thus
5/5, “Our way—fifty/fifty”).
The “I-will-care-and-confront” quadrant is the caring and
confronting stance that places high value on both personal
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relationships and personal goals by seeking to create mutual
relationships that work out joint and satisfactory solutions (thus
9/9, “Third way—joint creativity”).
Each of these responses has its place in life. Each style of
behavior has its appropriate time, situation, and use.
The most effective usages are to begin insistently by (1) caring
and confronting. If this is not effective in calling out a joint effort
at reaching a mutually satisfactory solution, then (2) movement
to a cooperative-compromise stance is well advised. This is hopefully a temporary solution that will open the opportunity to move
toward enhanced caring and increased candor. If this fails, (3) it
is wise to move toward a yield-to-maintain-relationship stance.
Not as an end state, but as an intermediate commitment to build
relationship so that more effective conversations and negotiations may follow. Only if this is rejected is it wise to move to (4) a
win-lose stance of affirming goals even at the cost of sacrificing
relationships. The hope, even in taking this assertive stance, is
that one will be able to clarify the situation sufficiently to return
to an equally affirmative and assertive relationship. If all of these
prove ineffective, last choice (5) is a leave-and-lose move of withdrawal. Regretfully, one respects the other’s right to refuse, reject
or withdraw for a period of separate growth and discovery. The
conflict is alleviated by this; but the story has not reached the end.
Of the five options in conflict situations—(1) I win–you lose;
(2) I want out, I’ll withdraw; (3) I’ll give in for good relations;
(4) I’ll meet you halfway; (5) I can care and confront—the last
is the most effective, the most truly loving, the most growthpromoting for human relationships. But often it will not be the
starting point, but the long-term goal.
When a person comes on strong with “I win–you lose,” it may
be appropriate to respond with an “I’ll give in for good relations”
until the immediate storm is past. Then you can move back to
an “I can care and confront” discussion.
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When another responds immediately with an “I want out–I
withdraw” attitude, choosing to work toward a compromise or
a temporary focus on the relationship can be appropriate for the
moment to affirm your deep interest in continuing friendship.
But moving back to care-confront openness as soon as possible
is important to you both.
Rigid fixation in any one style or exaggerated dependence on
any one behavior will seldom be effective. The ability to respond
in varied ways, and the flexibility to match one’s response to the
shape a conflict is taking, are crucial skills to be added to year
by year.
The Conflict Behavior Survey in Appendix 1 provides a testing
instrument that will give a useful reading on your preference for
(1) a particular way of responding, (2) the pattern of preferences
as you move from one style to another, and (3) the comparison
of which conflict behaviors are most developed and employed
versus those that are less practiced and seldom used. Follow
the instructions on how to take the survey several times while
thinking of different relationships so that you can contrast and
compare how you respond in differing situations.
“Why did you stay out with the car last night when we had
agreed it would be back—did you forget I’d be needing it?” your
husband says to your son—actually, to your son’s indifferent
back. He shrugs his shoulders in reply.
“What were you thinking?”
“Man, it was a track meet,” your son replies. “It wasn’t over
until it was over.”
“Don’t you know that a promise is a promise?” the dad asks.
The boy is ignoring his win-lose questioning. To answer is to
walk into a bear trap. If he answers, his dad will point out that his
reason was stupid. It’s like an unending cycle, fight and flight,
move and countermove, talking past each other.
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“I want to know why you deliberately defy me. Is it just to
spite me?” your husband is asking.
“Is there no end to their fights?” you wonder.
(Memo to self: Maybe they could use a referee who could get them
to agree to some simple ground rules that would enable them to fight
more fairly. Not you, most likely. Use your power to get them to seek
a good trainer.)
When conflicts over different issues all seem to end the same
way, something is going wrong. Or when conflict recurs repeatedly over the same issue, something deeper than that issue is
causing the problem. Rigid patterns are triumphing over right
relationships; frozen attitudes about conflict are blocking communication and collaboration. Getting the perspective of a third
party can be of great help in opening one’s style of handling stress
or learning new ways to work at differences.
For example, conflict training can help a person, a couple, or a
family incorporate a new set of guidelines for cleaning up fights
and making them more mutually beneficial, such as: the person
who has a complaint should make the first move to schedule a
discussion session; fight only at an agreed upon time and place;
one complaint to a session; no trapping questions, just clear statements. Give honest, clean “beefs” (sharply pointed complaints
or issues) like, “The behavior you do is . . .”; “When you do it, I
feel . . .”; “What I really want is . . .” The receiver repeats the beef
to show that it was heard and replies with a differing perspective.
The sender takes this into consideration in the request, “What
I really want is . . .” The responder answers with a “need time
to think about it,” gives a clear yes or no, makes a compromise
offer, or the two can seek a third way that satisfies the issues
and interests on both sides. So that both get heard, both move
toward the other and both find new options.
There are many effective strategies for working through
to agreement. What matters is the balance of concern for the
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relationship and concern for issues—or to put it another way,
the commitment to the welfare of all involved balanced with appropriate concern for the issues and interests that are at stake. If
care for the neighbor and clarity in confrontation on the issues are
not split—one is not sacrificed to gain the other, people feel like
their truth has been heard and honored—people feel respected
and cared for in relationship.
As a model of the ability to respond genuinely and appropriately with both love and power in balance, two millennia of
Christians have looked to the confrontive, caring, and creative
relationships modeled in the Gospel stories of the life of Jesus
of Nazareth. Every teacher, counselor or mediator envisions a
model of optimum human maturity and projects a person who
characterizes this high level of functioning. Inevitably, Christ’s
followers look to Him for such a model of maturity. However,
all combined in the four Gospel stories, we have only six hours
of His teaching and can account for only 50 of the 1,000 days of
his public ministry.
Psychological analysis of Jesus is not appropriate nor is it possible; yet the imitation of Christ remains as the greatest challenge
in human history. It is the inevitable impact of His surprising
and revolutionary example. We need not use the stories of His
life to attach moral values to particular conflict behaviors, or
to bless any particular theory or set of behavioral practices. We
can, however, profit from examining His responses to various
situations as examples of ways to respond to conflict or confrontation. If we dare to use the language of conflict styles as a way
of picturing His human relationships, we will be immediately
struck by His willingness to use all five of the human conflict
responses we have been studying in this chapter in His various
dealings with significant people in His life; and we will note the
consistency of His actions with His stated goals of redemptive
compassion.
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When the less-than-friendly hometown people of Nazareth
rejected His message of confronting love, He chose to withdraw
(see Luke 4:14–30). He cut off conversation and debate with the
Pharisees when the point of clear rejection had arrived (see John
11:45–57). When Pilate dismissed His words with the rhetorical
question “What is truth?” He withdrew into silence and ended
the conversation.
Jesus was also free to act in an “I win–you lose” manner when
this was the way to clearest understanding. He confronted the
hucksters and hustlers in the Temple on win–lose terms (see Mark
11:11–19). Or read His clear statements to the religious leaders in
Matthew 23, given after they had willed and arranged for His death.
At His arrest, during His interrogation, throughout His trial,
in His unjust beating, and even through His execution, Jesus
chose to absorb the anger of others, submit to unjust suffering,
and speak back the word of forgiveness, grace, and acceptance.
There are no examples of such integrity in conflict like His;
He cared—and confronted—with exemplary consistence, courage and clarity. No model offers the distinctive balance between
care for persons and concern for virtues than did Jesus.
To the would-be executioners of an accused adulteress, Jesus
listened, waiting to hear their persistent questioning, to record
all charges in the dust. The active behavior of caring. Then He said,
“Let the one among you who has never sinned throw the first
stone at her.” An unparalleled accuracy in confrontation.
To the woman, He said, “‘Where are they all—did no one
condemn you?’ . . . ‘No one, sir,’ ‘Neither do I condemn you.’”
Warm, understanding care. “Go away now and do not sin again.”
Clear, unmistakable confrontation (John 8:7, 10–11, Phillips).
To the rich, vain, conceited young ruler, Jesus listened, responded clearly, then looked at him and loved him. Then Jesus
confronted. “Go, sell all, give to the poor; and come follow me”
(see Mark 10:17–31). What could be more clear?
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To Nicodemus (see John 3), to the outcast woman at the public
watering place (see John 4), to the mayor of Capernaum whose
son is at the point of death (see John 4), Jesus cared and confronted. He spoke truth in love. He was truth. He was love.
In his letter to Christians at Ephesus, Paul described the nature of Christian maturity as modeled in Jesus’ own integration
of truth and love:
So shall we all at last attain to the unity inherent in our faith
and our knowledge of the Son of God—to mature manhood,
measured by nothing less than the full stature of Christ. . . . Let
us speak the truth in love; so shall we fully grow up into Christ
(Eph. 4:13, 15).

John summarized the presence of God in Jesus with these
same words.
So the Word became flesh; he came to dwell among us, and we
saw his glory, . . . full of grace and truth (John 1:14).

Truth with love brings healing. Truth told in love enables us
to grow. Truth in love produces change. Truth and love are the
two necessary ingredients for any relationship with integrity:
love—because all positive relationships begin with friendship,
appreciation, respect; and truth—because no relationship of trust
can long grow from dishonesty, deceit, betrayal; it springs up
from the solid stuff of integrity.
The two arms of genuine relationship are: truth reaches out
to touch truth; love embraces love. The authenticity, honesty,
and transparency of truthfulness build trusting relationship; the
positive regard of warmth that is not possessive offers affirmation. These are the two movements of relational integrity. I grow
most rapidly when supported with the arm of loving respect,
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with sufficient security to uphold me through any confrontation
from the arm of clear honesty. Confronting and caring stimulate
growth.
“Confrontation plus caring brings growth just as judgment
plus grace brings salvation,” Howard Clinebell, Jr., one of the
leading pastoral counselors, would say in theological discussion
of supporting persons as they are making choices and reporting
the reality and consequences of good and bad choices.
This is how, theologically, we speak of the way in which God relates to us. Judgment inseparable from grace, grace undiminished
by judgment; together these lead to salvation. God’s judgment—
radical honesty about truth—confronts us with the demands of
disciplined maturity. God’s grace—undeserved love—reaches
out to accept and affirm us at the point we know ourselves to be
unacceptable. If God dealt us only judgment, who could stand?
If God reached out to us only in love, it would be a cheap grace
without integrity, mere divine permissiveness.
Perhaps we, too, in our efforts to live more justly, can embody
grace and truth in difficult circumstances and settings? Perhaps
this is our calling to live out such integrity. Is not this, in the last
account, the way to maturity?

For Further Experience
1. Do a mental rehearsal of both caring and confronting in
conflicts you experienced today or anticipate tomorrow.
Place the other person in a chair in front of you and hold
out your left hand, saying, “I do care, I want to respect
you, I want your respect.” Alternate by reaching out with
the right hand to say, “But I want you to know how I feel.
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I want to tell you where I am. I have this goal in our relationship.” Work both sides of yourself. Become aware of
which is more difficult. In which are you least practiced?
Stay with it until feelings of caring and statements of goal
both become clear.
2. Check back through your relationships of the past week.
Fill in appropriate situations.
(1) “My way.” I win–you lose stance.
(2) “No way.” I want out–I withdraw attitude.
(3) “Thy way.” I’ll give in for good relations.
(4) “Our way.” I’ll meet you halfway.
(5) “Third way.” I can care and confront.
Which was effective? Which was most comfortable? Which
was used most frequently? Which do you want to use more often?
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I want to hear you,
see what you see,
feel what you feel,
think through your thoughts.
So I will make room for you,
Clear away my valuations,
Place my feelings on hold,
Let my experience be only the frame
So your world becomes the picture.
I want to be heard.
I long to be understood,
I have a need to be known.
Listen to me as I listen to you.
So I will speak simply
with clear word windows
that let you see
all the way in
to where I live
laugh and cry.
“Knowing this, then, dear brothers, let every man
be quick to listen but slow to use his tongue,
and slow to lose his temper.”
Letter of St. James (1:19, Phillips)
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